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Neighbourhood amenities are directly
connected to residents' mental and physical
health, and human development. Moreover,
in order to bring connectivity and enhance
the pedestrian experience between the BRT
stations and the neighbourhoods in close
proximity some necessary basic amenities
should be provided.
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What they are

The purpose of this Technical Note is to call reader’s attention to new
technical issues in the contextualization of BRT to neighbourhood needs.

They are not meant to be final or exhaustive. For more information,
contact the University of Dar es Salaam, College of Engineering and
Technology, Department of Structural and Construction Engineering
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A kiss-and-ride is a place where cars can pull-
in and drop people off and pick people up
at a station. Kiss-and-ride facility requires
proximity to a station entrance for optimum
function; it is afforded a higher access priority
than park-and-ride access. Kiss-and-ride
traffic should not be routed through park-
and-ride areas.

Kiss-and-Ride

Fig. 01: Kiss-and-Ride Layout Plan and Section

Transit shelters provide passengers with
increased comfort and enhance passenger
experience regrardless of the time of the
year. Moreover shelters can improve safety
perception and can be used to provide
information to potential passengers.
The shelters can also be used as identity
features for the neighbourhood. Shelters
should be designed to be durable and easily
maintained.

Shelters

Benches are part of street furniture as seating
is one of the basic elements of a transit stop
and can be one of the most valuable -
improving the experience of waiting for a bus
and providing valuable resting places
regardless of whether or not transit is
invloved.
The benches should be made of durable
material such as concrete.
The benches should be 450-500mm high and
400mm wide; and for better comfort the
benches should be provided with a backrest.

Benches

Streets are vital public spaces where green
streets are part of healthy, equitable urban
design. Green elements such as trees provide
shade for pedestrians, improve air quality
and can work as storm water catchment.
Employ native trees with shallow roots and
grass that can withstand high temperatures.

Landscaping

Appropriate lighting is important to transit
users, bus drivers and other roadway users.
Increased visibility enhances the level of
safety and security.  Lighting fixtures should
not be placed near tree foliage that may
block their light; the anticipated height and
diameter of the tree canopy should be
considered in relation to the height and
spacing of lighting fixtures and the need for a
certain level of light.

Lighting

Garbage bins should be highly visible and
accessible in order to minimize littering in
neighbourhoods. They should be located in
crowded areas such as busy intersections,
close to pedestrian crossings and near other
items of street furniture. They should be
situated away from seating areas to minimize
the unpleasant effects of garbage odours
and insects on users; and their fronts should
be set back at least 30cm from walkways.

Garbage bins

Signage systems provide information and
directions for people to find their way around
a neighbourhood, help maintain the
neighbourhood’s image and coherence,
and encourage learning. Besides
conventional signboards, maps and other
elements may function as signs. Signs can
also be placed at other neighbourhood
amenities such as benches, shelters etc.

Street signage

The minimum unobstructed sidewalk width is
1.8m plus an additional 0.3m buffer from building
edges. The walking distance from the farthest

parking space in the kiss and ride area to the
station entrance should not exceed 18m
measured along the actual walking path.
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Sidewalks
The quality and accessibility of sidewalks can
have a profound impact on the accessibility
of the BRT station. A sidewalk is a path along
the side of the road that is usually
constructed of concrete or asphalt and
designed for pedestrians.

A sidewalk may accommodate moderate
changes in height and it is normally
separated from a vehicular section by a kerb.

Sidewalks can improve walkability of a city
and in turn increase the catchment area.

Roads that have no sidewalks or sidewalks on
one side of the road can become major
barriers to accessing a transit network.

Effective sidewalks are divided into 4 main
sections i.e. the frontage zone, clear path,
street furniture zone and a buffer zone.

The frontage zone: this section works as an
extension of the building neighbouring the
street. This area should be a minimum of
300mm.

Clear path: this is the dedicated pedestrian
section that runs parallel to the street or road.
It should be at least 1.8m - 2.4m wide in
residential settings and about 2.4m - 4.5m
wide in the CBD or commercial areas.

Street furniture zone: this is the section
between the kerb and the clear path where
street furniture, landscaping and amenities
are provided.

Buffer zone: this is the space immediately next
to the street furniture zone that may consist

of elements such as storm water
management features, kerb extensions and
kerbside cycle tracks.

Fig. 02: Sidewalk sections
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In order to maintain the clear path section for
pedestrians use of bollards is recommended.
Bollards are short protective posts that are
used to create a protective

perimeter. Bollards should be spaced near
enough to restrict passage of motorbikes and
far enough to allow easy passage of
pedestrians.


